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Inspection of Spirit Lake Camp
Historian Peter Melnycky discusses the November 1916 visit of 
United States Consul G. Willrich to the Spirit Lake Internment 
camp in Québec. As a neutral country, American diplomats were 
expected to inspect Canadian prisoner of war camps on behalf of 
the German and Austro-Hungarian governments to ensure that 
conditions met the standards guaranteed by the Hague Convention. 
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On the second day of his visit, Willrich chaired a hearing of prisoner complaints 
and received a crudely worded petition from a committee of striking prisoners 
in “War Shack No. 5” outlining their complaints …. The prisoners complained 
that they were denied both wood to heat their shack and proper rations. More-
over, they received only three blankets for bedding on beds without mattresses, 
in accommodations that were cold, wet and drafty …. The prisoners complained 
that they were “badly treated in every way, even beaten, and [with] no freedom 
whatever” and asked that the consul inquire monthly as to their well-being.

Consul Willrich concurred that the prisoners in Shack No. 5 were “in a truly 
pitiable [disgraceful] condition, without heat in their poorly constructed shack, 
and without properly cooked food.” With no wood for heating or cooking, the 
striking prisoners had “been eating their meats uncooked for weeks and had 
suffered greatly from exposure to cold, in their poorly-constructed sheds.” Al-
though General Otter in Ottawa authorized prisoners to procure wood for their 
own use, while refusing to do other work, the strikers at Spirit Lake rejected 
this compromise. They maintained that in the camps from which they had been 
transferred, they had full rations and wood without being compelled to work ….

… Prisoners also complained that their shacks could not protect them from 
the harsh northern winters at Spirit Lake where the temperature fell to 40–60 
degrees below zero Fahrenheit. The camp commandant conceded as much and 
claimed that he was attempting to bring the shacks up to standard where they 
were inadequately finished or sealed. Prisoners replied that as the camp had 

been in operation for some two years, this work should have been a priority 
item completed long ago ….
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